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Abstract- The hacking is the greatest problem in the
wireless local area network (WLAN). Many algorithms
like DES, 3DES, AES,CAST, UMARAM and RC6 have
been used to prevent the outside attacks to eavesdrop
or prevent the data to be transferred to the end-user
correctly. The authentication protocols have been
used for authentication and key-exchange processes.
A new symmetrical encryption algorithm is proposed
in this paper to prevent the outside attacks to obtain
any information from any data-exchange in Wireless
Local Area Network(WLAN). The new symmetrical
algorithm avoids the key exchange between users and
reduces the time taken for the encryption, decryption,
and authentication processes. It operates at a data
rate higher than DES, 3DES, AES, UMARAM and RC6
algorithms. It is applied on a text file and an image as
an application. The encryption becomes more secure
and
high
data
rate
than
DES,3DES,AES,CAST,UMARAM and RC6.
A comparison has been conducted for the encryption
algorithms like DES, 3DES,AES,CAST,UMARAM and
RC6 at different settings for each algorithm such as
different sizes of data blocks, different data types,
battery power consumption, different key size and
finally encryption/decryption speed. Experimental
results are given to demonstrate the effectiveness of
each algorithm.

algorithms, both sender and receiver have used the
same key for encryption and decryption processes
respectively. The attacks on the security of WLAN
depend on viewing the function of the computer
system in WLAN as providing information (such as
company title, the data type can be transferred in
WLAN, and the algorithms and authentication
protocol used in WLAN). Each company sends its
title with each message. The outside attacks can
use this fixed plaintext, company-title, and encrypted
text of that title to obtain the key used in WLAN. The
outside attack can also appear as a fox because he
can lie to use a computer on the WLAN to send an
important message to someone because there are
some troubles in his device while his device is still
open to take a copy from the encrypted message.
The plaintext and encrypted text are known. He can
obtain the key used for encryption and decryption
processes easily. The authentication protocols have
been used for authentication and key-exchange
processes, such as EAP-TLS [9], EAP-TTLS [9], and
PEAP [10]. The attacker can be authorized-user and
he will be accepted to access the network after the
success of authentication and key exchange
processes. He will act as an evil to analysis the dataexchange to eavesdrop or act as man-in-the middle.
The proposed algorithm will avoid key-exchange, the
time taken for authentication process, and it will
avoid the foxes.
The hacking is the greatest problem in the
wireless local area network (WLAN). Many
algorithms like DES, 3DES, AES,CAST, UMARAM
and RC6 have been used to prevent the outside
attacks to eavesdrop or prevent the data to be
transferred to the end-user correctly. The
authentication protocols have been used for
authentication and key-exchange processes. A new
symmetrical encryption algorithm is proposed in this

Keywords: Plaintext; Encryption; Decryption; S-Box;
Key updating; Outside attack; key generation for
Proposed Algorithm;

I.INTRODUCTION
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) is one
of the fastest growing technologies. Wireless Local
Area Network(WLAN) is found in the office buildings,
colleges, universities, and in many other public
areas [1]. The security in WLAN is based on
cryptography, the science and art of transforming
messages to make them secure and immune to
attacks by authenticating the sender to receiver
within the WLAN.
There are a lot of symmetric-encryption algorithms
used in WLAN, such as DES [2], TDES [3], AES [4],
CAST-256,RC6 [5] and UMARAM[6]. In all these
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN FOR METRIC OF
PROPOSED SYSTEM:

paper to prevent the outside attacks to obtain any
information from any data-exchange in Wireless
Local Area Network(WLAN). The new symmetrical
algorithm avoids the key exchange between users
and reduces the time taken for the encryption,
decryption, and authentication processes. It
operates at a data rate higher than DES, 3DES,
AES, UMARAM and RC6 algorithms[20]. It is applied
on a text file and an image as an application. The
encryption becomes more secure and high data rate
than DES,3DES,AES,CAST,UMARAM and RC6.

For our experiment, we use a laptop IV 2.4 GHz
CPU, in which performance data is collected. In the
experiments, the laptop encrypts a different file size
ranges
from
321
K
byte
to
7.129Mega
Byte138MegaBytes for text data, from 34 Kbytes to
8252 Kbytes for audio data, and from 4006 Kbytes to
5078 Kbytes for video files.
Several performance metrics are collected: 1)
Encryption time; 2) CPU process time; and 3) CPU
clock
cycles
and
battery
power,4)Throughput,5)Different data types,6)Different
size of data block.
The encryption time is considered the time that an
encryption algorithm takes to produce a cipher text from
a plaintext. Encryption time is used to calculate the
throughput of an encryption scheme. It indicates the
speed of encryption. The throughput of the encryption
scheme is calculated as the total plaintext in bytes
encrypted divided by the encryption time [19].

This paper examines a method for evaluating
performance of selected symmetric encryption of
various algorithms. Encryption algorithms consume a
significant amount of computing resources such as
CPU time, memory, and battery power. Battery power is
subjected to the problem of energy consumption due to
encryption algorithms. Battery technology is increasing
at a slower rate than other technologies. This causes a
“battery gap" [17, 18]. We need a way to make
decisions about energy consumption and security to
reduce the consumption of battery powered devices.
This study evaluates seven different encryption
algorithms namely; AES, DES, 3DES, RC6, Blowfish,
UMARAM and RC2. The performance measure of
encryption schemes will be conducted in terms of
energy, changing data types - such as text or
document, Audio data and video data power
consumption, changing packet size and changing key
size for the above and proposed cryptographic
algorithms.

Throughput=Total plaintext encrypted in bytes /
Encryption time

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
experimental design for metric of proposed system.
Section 3 presents the experimental result. Conclusions

are presented in section 4.
We have to add some metrics like
1. CPU Workload
2. Power Consumption
3. Throughput
4. Encryption/Decryption Time

5. Different Data Types and
6. Different size of Data Block


7

The CPU process time is the time that a CPU is
committed only to the particular process of calculations.
It reflects the load of the CPU. The more CPU time is
used in the encryption process, the higher is the load of
the CPU. The CPU clock cycles are a metric, reflecting
the energy consumption of the CPU while operating on
encryption operations. Each cycle of CPU will consume
a small amount of energy.
The following tasks that will be performed are shown
as follows:
A comparison is conducted between the results of
the selected different encryption and decryption
schemes in terms of the encryption time at two different
encoding bases namely; hexadecimal base encoding
and in base 64 encoding.
A study is performed on the effect of changing
packet size at power consumption during throughput for
each selected cryptography algorithm.
A study is performed on the effect of changing data
types - such as text or document, audio file, and video
file for each cryptography selected algorithm on power
consumption.
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over other 3DES, DES and RC2 in terms of time
consumption and throughput. A fourth point can be
noticed here; that 3DES has low performance in terms
of power consumption and throughput when compared
with DES. It always requires more time than DES
because of its triple phase encryption characteristics.
Finally, it is found that RC2 has low performance and
low throughput when compared with other six
algorithms in spite of the small key size used.
3.2.2 Decryption of Different Packet Size
Experimental results for this compassion point are
shown Figure 4 decryption stage. We can find in
decryption that Proposed Algorithm is the better than
other algorithms in throughput and power consumption.
The second point should be noticed here that RC6
requires less time than all algorithms except Proposed
Algorithm. A third point that can be noticed that AES
has an advantage over other 3DES, DES, RC2.The
fourth point that can be considered is that RC2 still has
low performance of these algorithm. Finally, Triple DES
(3DES) still requires more time than DES.

A study is performed on the effect of changing key size
for cryptography selected algorithm on power
consumption.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 Differentiate Output Results of Encryption (Base
64, Hexadecimal)
Experimental results are given in Figures 2 and 3
for the selected seven encryption algorithms at different
encoding method. Figure 1 shows the results at base
64 encoding while Figure 2 gives the results of
hexadecimal base encoding. We can notice that there
is no significant difference at both encoding method.
The same files are encrypted by two methods; we can
recognize that the two curves almost give the same
results. Time consumption of encryption algorithm
(base 64 encoding)
3.2 Effect of Changing Packet Size for
Cryptographic Algorithms on Power Consumption
3.2.1 Encryption of Different Packet Size
Encryption time is used to calculate the throughput of
an encryption scheme. The throughput of the
encryption scheme is calculated by dividing the total
plaintext in Megabytes encrypted on the total encryption
time
for
each
algorithm
in.

Time consumption of encryption algorithm (Hexadecimal encoding)
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Figure 1: Time consumption of encryption algorithm
(base 64 encoding)
As the throughput value is increased, the power
consumption of this encryption technique is decreased.
Experimental results for this compassion point are
shown Figure 3 at encryption stage. The results show
the superiority of Proposed
algorithm over other
algorithms in terms of the processing time. Another
point can be noticed here; that RC6 requires less time
than all algorithms except Proposed Algorithm. A third
point can be noticed here; that AES has an advantage
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Figure 3: Throughput of each encryption algorithm
(Megabyte/Sec)
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be noticed here; that RC6 requires less time than all
algorithms except Proposed Algorithm. A third point can
be noticed here; that AES has an advantage over other
3DES, DES and RC2 in terms of time consumption and
throughput especially in small size file.
A fourth point can be noticed here; that 3DES has low
performance in terms of power consumption and
throughput when compared with DES. It always
requires more time than DES. Finally, it is found that
RC2 has low performance and low throughput when
compared with other six algorithms in spite of the small
key size used.
Decryption of Different Audio files (Different Sizes)
Decryption Throughput Experimental results for this
compassion point are shown Figure 7.

3.3 The Effect of Changing File Type (Audio Files)
for Cryptography Algorithm on Power Consumption
3.3.1 Encryption of Different Audio Files (Different
Sizes) Encryption Throughput
In the previous section, the comparison between
encryption algorithms has been conducted at text and
document data files. Now we will make a comparison
between other types of data (Audio file) to check which
one can perform better in this case. Experimental
results for audio data type are shown Figure 5 at
encryption.
CPU Work Load
In Figure 8, we show the performance of cryptographic
algorithms in terms of sharing the CPU load. With a
different audio block size Results show the superiority
of Proposed algorithm over other algorithms in terms of
the processing time (CPU work load) and throughput.
Another point can
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Figure 7: Throughput of each Decryption algorithm
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CPU Work Load
Experimental results for this compassion point are
shown Figure 8.From the results we found the result as
the same as in encryption process for audio files.

T h ro ug h p ut(Kilo b ytes/sec)

Throughput of each encryption Algorithm(kiloByte/sec)

3.4 The Effect of Changing File Type (Video Files)
for Cryptography Algorithm on Power Consumption
3.4.1 Encryption of different video files (different
sizes)
Encryption Throughput
Now we will make a comparison between other types of
data (video files) to check which one can perform better
in this case. Experimental results for video data type
are shown Figure 9 at encryption.
CPU Work Load
In Figure 10, we show the performance of cryptography
algorithms in terms of sharing the CPU load. With a
different audio block size.
The results show the superiority of Proposed algorithm
over other algorithms in terms of the processing time
and throughput as the same as in Audio files. Another
point can be noticed here; that RC6 still requires less
time has throughput greater than all algorithms except
Proposed Algorithm. A third point can be noticed here;
that 3DES has low performance in terms of power
consumption and throughput when compared with DES.
It always requires more time than DES. Finally, it is
found that RC2 has low performance and low
throughput when compared with other six algorithms.
3.4.2 Decryption of Different Video Files (Different
Sizes)
Decryption Throughput
Experimental results for this compassion point are
shown Figure 11.
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Figure 10: Time consumption for encrypt different video
files
CPU Work Load
Experimental results for this compassion point are
shown Figure 12.From the results we found the result
as the same as in encryption process for video and
audio files.
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Time consumption for decrypt different video files
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Figure 12: Time consumption for decrypt different video
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Figure 14: Time consumption for different key size for
RC6 and PA
In case of AES it can be seen that higher key size leads
to clear change in the battery and time consumption. It
can be seen that going from 128-bit key to 192-bit
causes increase in power and time consumption about
8% and to 256-bit key causes an increase of 16% [12].
Also in case of RC6, we consider the three different key
sizes possible i.e., 128-bit, 192-bit and 256-bit keys.
The result is close to the one shown in the following
figure: In case of RC6 it can be seen that higher key
size leads to clear change in the battery and time
consumption.
IV. CONCLUSION

3.5 The Effect of Changing Key Size of AES, And
RC6 on Power Consumption
The last performance comparison point is changing
different key sizes for AES and RC6 algorithm. In case
of AES, we consider the three different key sizes
possible i.e., 128-bit, 192-bit and 256-bit keys. The
Experimental result are shown in Figures 13 and 14.

Time in Milliseconds

Time consumption for different key
size for AES and Proposed
Algorithm
400
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The selected algorithms are AES, DES, 3DES, RC6,
Blowfish, RC2 and Proposed Algorithm were tested
.Several points can be concluded from the
Experimental results. Firstly; there is no significant
difference when the results are displayed either in
hexadecimal base encoding or in base 64 encoding.
Secondly; in the case of changing packet size, it was
concluded that proposed Algorithm has better
performance than other common encryption algorithms
used, followed by RC6. Thirdly; we find that 3DES still
has low performance compared to algorithm DES.
Fourthly; wend RC2, has disadvantage over all other
algorithms in terms of time consumption. Fifthly; we find
AES has better performance than RC2, DES, and
3DES. In the case of audio and video files we found the
result as the same as in text and document. Finally in
the case of changing key size - it can be seen that
higher key size leads to clear change in the battery and
time consumption.

PA 64

Key size

Figure 13: Time consumption for different key size for
AES and PA
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